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Abstract 
The experimental setup for generating supersonic pulsed free-jet containing atoms and 

molecules of refractory nature has been built. The technique of laser vaporization in 

conjunction with supersonic cooling is used to generate these species. The cooled 

atoms and molecules in supersonic free-jet are probed by laser induced fluorescence 

spectroscopy. In particular, the technique has been used to perform low-resolution 

laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy, limited by laser linewidth, on cold Zr atoms 

and ZrO molecules. The translational temperatures of ~ 26.5 K and the rotational 

temperatures of ~ 81 K have been achieved. It is possible to achieve the Doppler 

width of few tens of MHz allowing it to perform high-resolution spectroscopy on 

these atomic and molecular species. Also because of low rotational temperature of 

molecules the spectral congestion is greatly reduced. In general, this technique can be 

applied to perform spectroscopy on atoms and molecules of refractory nature. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of laser vaporization in supersonic pulsed-nozzle source by Smalley 

and co-workers1 about two decades ago, has made it possible to produce a fantastic 

variety of refractory metal clusters2 and wide variety of refractory metal containing 

molecules3. The capability of the pulsed laser to vaporize highly refractory elements 

in combination with supersonic jet where the plasma, generated by laser vaporization, 

is expanded directly into the supersonic helium flow through small tube allows to 

form clusters of various sizes.  Supersonic expansions provide a well-known 

technique for cooling the internal degrees of freedom of molecules thereby 

simplifying the spectrum.  

The electronic structure of metal systems, especially containing transition metals 

is a topic of great interest in many areas like catalysis4, inorganic and organometallic 

chemistry5, astrophysics6. Over the last decade and half, considerable progress has 

been made in understanding the electronic structure of transition metal-containing 

species. Transition metal-containing diatomic species have been the subject of many 

theoretical7 and experimental3 studies in order to understand the bonding in simple 

systems and, particularly, the interaction of transition metals with hydrogen, carbon, 

nitrogen, and oxygen. Transition metal-containing diatomics provide models to help 

in our understanding of bonding and reactivity in transition metal systems7. Small 

atomic aggregates are receiving an increasing interest both in basic and applied 

science. The confinement of a metal to a small volume gives rise to significant 

deviations of its physical and chemical properties from their respective bulk 

characteristics. So goal of the metal cluster research is the measurement of structure 
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and energetics as a function of cluster size and comparison of these properties to those 

of the corresponding bulk material. Electronic structure as a function of cluster size 

has been probed through ionization potential measurements8, photoelectron 

spectroscopy9, photodissociation spectroscopy10 and vibrational spectroscopy11. 

Transition metal clusters have attracted considerable attention in cluster science 

because of their diverse and interesting properties, which are of potential 

technological significance, e.g., in novel catalysis, magnetic materials and cluster- 

assembled structures. The photoelectron spectra provided an atom-by-atom view of 

the evolution of the electronic structure of the vanadium clusters from molecule to 

bulklike9b. It has been demonstrated that the infrared resonance-enhanced multiphoton 

ionization (IR-REMPI) spectroscopy with a tunable free-electron laser can provide 

size specific vibrational spectra for fullerenes11a and for metal carbide clusters having 

specific stoichiometries such as met-cars and nanocrystals11b. In most of the studies 

mentioned above the technique of laser vaporization in conjunction with pulsed 

supersonic jet has been employed to generate the different kind of exotic species of 

refractory metals, which are otherwise difficult to produce with alternate methods. 

Keeping in view the versatility of this technique to generate cooled beam of atoms, 

molecules and clusters of refractory elements we have developed this experimental 

facility utilizing laser-induced fluorescence detection. As a demonstration case, laser 

induced fluorescence spectroscopy on zirconium atoms and zirconium oxide 

molecules, which is refractory in nature, has been carried out using this newly 

developed experimental setup. 

2. Experimental 

2.1  Supersonic atomic/molecular free-jet-laser induced fluorescence setup 

An overview of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1. The vacuum chamber is a 

six-port double cross built with 150 CF flanges (figure 2). It has additional four-35 CF 

ports to insert vacuum gauges and ceramic vacuum feedthroughs. The gas pulse valve 

is mounted on one of the 150 CF port. The opposite port to the pulse valve is used to 

view the alignment of ablation laser beam on metal target. The side ports are used to 

insert the ablation and the dye laser beams. Laser induced fluorescence is collected 

from the top port by collection optics and imaged on the monochromator slit. The 10-
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inch bore size oil diffusion pump (pumping speed = 2000 lit./sec.), backed by double 

stage rotary pump, is attached to the bottom port of the chamber through a 

pneumatically operated gate valve. The vacuum of the order of 5 x 10-7 mbar was 

achieved in the chamber with this pumping system. The laser induced fluorescence 

experiment was carried out using pulsed lasers operated at 10 Hz repetition rate. It is 

required to synchronize the timings of the various events in the experiment and is 

achieved by using a delay/pulse generator (Stanford Research Systems (SRS), Model 

DG535). First the pulse valve was opened which delivered a gas pulse of He. With 

appropriate delay, laser pulse from Nd-YAG (Quanta system, Model SYL 203), 

operated in fundamental wavelength, ablated the metal rod to generate the metal 

plasma. The delay between the laser ablation pulse and He gas pulse was adjusted to 

generate optimum laser driven plasma by looking at its emission.  The supersonic 

free-jet containing metal atoms, molecules and clusters, details of which is discussed 

in section 2.2, is probed by a tunable dye laser (Lamda Physik, FL 3002) at right 

angles to the expansion axis at about 6 cm downstream from the orifice. The dye laser 

pumped by an excimer laser  (Lamda Physik, EMG 201 MSC) has a linewidth  0.2 

cm-1. The delay of about 26 microseconds, measured at the chamber, was required 

between ablation laser and the dye laser pulse to achieve maximum fluorescence 

intensity. Laser induced fluorescence is collected at right angles to the plane made by 

the expansion axis and the excitation axis by means of biconvex 5 cm f/1 quartz lens. 

The fluorescence beam was folded by aluminum coated mirror, and focused on a 

entrance slit of 0.5 meter monochromator by another biconvex lens of focal length 30 

cm. This focusing lens matches the f-number of monochromator.  In order to 

minimize the scattered light, a black anodized aluminum cone of length 2 cm and 3 

mm aperture was attached to a collecting lens. The fluorescence light is detected using 

a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, Model No.: R943-02) attached to the 

monochromator.  The photomultiplier tube signal was processed by a boxcar averager 

(SRS, Model No.: SR250) and subsequently recorded on the chart recorder. 
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2.2  Generation of supersonic free-jet of atoms, molecules and clusters of 

refractory metals 

 A piezoelectric actuator driven pulse valve that delivered supersonic helium 

jet was used in conjunction with laser vaporization source to generate cold atomic, 

molecular or cluster beam of refractory metals.  

2.2.1 Pulse valve for supersonic free-jet of Helium 

We have followed the design of Proch and Trickel12 for pulse valve, which 

generate high-intensity supersonic free-jet of helium gas. The piezoelectric disc 

translator (Physics-Instrumente Model No.: P286.20) is used in this pulse valve. This 

disk flexes by as much as 100 µm at a voltage of –1000 V. Its high mechanical 

stability results in long-term reproducibility of the valve performance.  

The schematic diagram of the pulsed piezo-electric valve with laser 

vaporization source is shown in figure 3. The adjustable plunger, which opens and 

closes the nozzle, is mounted on the orifice in the center of the piezoelectric disk with 

lock nuts. The Viton O-ring of inner diameter 1.5 mm and cross section diameter 1.5 

mm is mounted on the tip of the plunger that seals the nozzle. The nozzle has 

diameter 400 µm. The nozzle plate can be replace by others with different size 

nozzles. The valve is driven by high voltage pulse generator. The typical voltage 

pulse driving the valve is given in figure 4. The valve opened at a peak voltage 250 V 

and was typically operated at 350 - 400 peak voltage. With this operating voltage the 

vacuum in chamber was dropped from 5 x 10-7 to 1 - 2 x 10-5 mbar when the valve 

was operated at 10 Hz repetition rate with He stagnation pressure of 40 psi behind the 

valve. The gas pulse profile can be measured with fast ionization gauge, however for 

piezoelectric actuator operated pulse valve the gas pulse half width at full maximum 

(FWHM) nearly equals to the voltage pulse FWHM driving the piezoelectric disc12. 

So from the voltage pulse it expected that the typical gas pulse width in our case is 

250 to 300 µs. The gas pulse width can be varied by varying width of the voltage 

pulse above minimum of 150 to 250 µs depending on nozzle size12. 
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2.2.2 Laser vaporization source 

Metal plasma is generated by laser vaporization using the Q-switched Nd-

YAG laser (Quanta system, Model SYL 203) operated in first harmonic wavelength 

(1064 nm). The Nd-YAG laser pulse of energy 20-30 mJ is focused on the metal rod 

of ¼ inch diameter, which is rotated and translated back and forth by mechanical 

connection to a motor driven micrometer screw (Oriel make motor mike). This 

provides a fresh metal surface to the next laser pulse and proved to be a key factor in 

producing stable metal species concentration in a beam.  The plasma produced by 

laser within throat of a nozzle is recombined and cooled by intense supersonic gas 

pulse, which expands into a small channel 18 mm in length and 2 mm in diameter 

orthogonal to the axis of rotation of the rod (see figure 3). The vaporization laser 

pulse is synchronized with the supersonic gas pulse such that the plasma is produced 

at the peak of the helium density above the metal target. As the vapor cools in the 

high-density helium, clustering of metal atoms within the exit channel begins to 

occur. The helium gas containing metal atoms, molecules and clusters is then freely 

expands in vacuum to cool the internal degrees of freedom. The atom density in this 

type of supersonic beam1 is expected to be 1010 cm-3. 

3. Laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy of Zirconium atoms 

3.1 Introduction 

Bourne et al13 has discussed the importance of elemental zirconium to the 

nuclear power industry. They have performed high resolution laser induced 

fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy on few spectral lines of Zr atom and got important 

information like isotope shift and hyperfine structure which is a prerequisite to tailor 

any atomic vapor laser isotope separation process. Authors have compared the 

spectroscopic data obtained by LIF spectroscopy in supersonic beam-laser 

vaporization technique with that of intermodulated optogalvanic spectroscopy. It is 

evident that the supersonic beam technique is superior over the optogalvanic 

spectroscopy technique for high-resolution spectroscopic data on zirconium. In order 

to perform spectroscopy on zirconium atoms, metal has to be vaporized to create 

sufficient atom number density. Generation of zirconium atomic vapor represents a 

formidable experimental challenge due to its high melting point and extreme 

reactivity. Resistive or electron beam heating is difficult. Laser vaporization provides 
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alternate rout to generate zirconium atoms in sufficient number density and 

supersonic expansion in helium reduces translational temperature down to few Kelvin 

enabling to achieve Doppler width as low as 20-25 MHz13.    

We have demonstrated the low-resolution LIF spectroscopy on Zr atoms using 

newly built pulse supersonic free-jet-laser vaporization source setup. Zirconium metal 

rod of ¼ inch in diameter and 1 inch in length was used to generate supersonic atomic 

beam of zirconium atoms details of which is discussed in section 2.  

3.2 Results and discussion 

 Zirconium atoms (Zr I) have two transitions at 593.520 and 595.535 nm, 

involving the ground state, falling in the Rhodamine 6G dye region14. The energy 

levels of Zr I involved in these transitions are shown below: 

     λ = 593.520 nm 

4d25s2, 3F2 (0.0 cm-1)    →   4d25s5p, 3F3
0 (16843.93 cm-1) and  

     λ = 595.535 nm 

4d25s2, 3F2 (0.0 cm-1)    →   4d25s5p, 5F1
0 (16786.93 cm-1)  

 

The laser excitation spectrum of Zr I is shown in figure 5. The monochromator 

grating position was kept at the laser wavelength while recording the spectrum. 

During the experiment monochromator slit was kept wide open (2 mm) and served 

purpose like broadband filter to block unwanted emission.  

The distance between laser ablation point and the dye laser beam-supersonic 

beam intersection point is 5 cm. The maximum laser induced fluorescence signal was 

observed when the delay between Nd-YAG vaporization laser pulse (5 ns width) and 

the dye laser pulse (20 ns width) was kept ~ 26 µs at the chamber. The fluorescence 

signal was having a temporal width of about 1.5 µs (FWHM). From the time interval 

between vaporization laser pulse and the excitation laser pulse the mean Zr atomic 

beam velocity of v  = 1.92 × 105 cm/s has been calculated. The temporal FWHM of 

the fluorescence signal enables the calculation of the width of the velocity distribution 

v  from which one can calculate a translational temperature Ttrans ~ 26.5 K using the 

expression15 
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22

5
v m vTtrans k v

 =  
 

(1.1) 

Where m is mass of atom and k is Boltzman constant. 

The translational temperature of 26.5 K, corresponding to the Doppler width 195 

MHz, is on the higher side and can be reduced 1-2 K if the laser vaporization is 

carried out with 3 rd harmonic wavelength of Nd-YAG laser, since temperature of the 

laser produced plasma and thus the translational beam temperature increases with 

longer wavelength laser vaporization16. The laser-produced plasma heats up because 

of the absorption of the laser light in the plasma through inverse Bremsstrahlung or 

through collective plasma effects. The absorption coefficient for inverse 

Bremsstrahlung is proportional to cube of the laser wavelength. The laser vaporization 

is also more efficient for shorter laser wavelength because more photons will reach 

the target, as they are less absorbed in plasma because of the low absorption 

coefficient for inverse Bremsstrahlung effect. The velocity spread and thus 

translational temperature is also dependent on stagnation pressure behind the nozzle, 

fluence of the vaporization laser and the channel length used in the expansion. Thus 

with the translational atomic beam temperature of few Kelvin resulting in Doppler 

width of few tens of MHz it is possible to get clean isotope shift and hyperfine 

structure data on zirconium atom13 (the isotope shift values are expected to be small) 

by using cw-ring or diode laser. 

 The dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectrum of zirconium atom at laser 

excitation wavelength 593.520 nm is shown in figure 6. The DF spectrum was 

obtained by scanning the monochromator and fixing the laser excitation wavelength. 

The DF spectrum provides information on low-lying excited states. The dispersed 

fluorescence from laser excited energy level of electronic configuration 4d25s5p, 3F3
0 

lying at 16843.93 cm-1 shows first fluorescence line back to ground state 4d25s2, 3F2 

and second fluorescence line at wavelength 614.32 nm to its fine structure level 

4d25s2, 3F3 lying at 570.41 cm-1. The transition probability to third fine structure level 

4d25s2, 3F4 is low and not observed in the present experiment. The diagram showing 

zirconium energy levels involved in the above transition is shown in figure 7. The 

monochromator slit width was kept 500 µm.  
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4. Laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy of ZrO molecule: The 

C1Σ+ - X1Σ+ band system. 

4.1  Generation of ZrO molecules in supersonic jet. 

 The zirconium oxide molecules were generated in the supersonic free-jet by 

doping optimum concentration (~1%) of molecular oxygen in helium. The premix 

containing 1% O2 in helium was prepared in a gas cylinder and used instead of pure 

helium gas behind the pulse valve. The hot plasma of zirconium produced by laser 

vaporization was reacted with molecular oxygen present in helium to produce ZrO 

molecules. The ZrO molecules were then cooled during supersonic free expansion in 

vacuum. Tunable dye laser probed the cooled ZrO molecules. We have recorded the 

known molecular band of ZrO3a to demonstrate the capability of this newly developed 

setup to generate and carry out spectroscopy on the rotationally cooled refractory 

molecules like ZrO in supersonic free-jet and also to characterize the rotational 

temperature of the molecules achieved in this supersonic free-jet.  

4.2  Results and discussion 

4.2.1  Laser induced excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectrum of ZrO 
molecules. 

 Figure 8 shows the LIF excitation spectrum of ZrO in the region 17000 - 

17065 cm-1 recorded at the He stagnation pressure of 40 psi. The monochromator slit 

was kept ~2 mm wide. The resolution of the spectrum is limited by the linewidth of 

the dye laser used (0.2 cm-1). The band consists of a P and an R branch only, and is 

consistent with the earlier assignment by Phillips and Davis17 as resulting from the 0 – 

0 vibronic transition of C 1Σ+ – X 1Σ+ system in ZrO. Simard et al3a has studied this 

band under high resolution and resolved rotational lines due to all five isotopomers of 

ZrO and evaluated accurate molecular constants. The wavenumbers of the rotational 

lines of ZrO band has been evaluated by calibrating the laser wavelength using known 

atomic lines in Zr atom18 in the close by wavelength region. The rotational quantum 

number assignment of P and R branches was straightforward and is shown along with 

spectrum in figure 8.  The rotational lines can be observed up to J ~ 32 with the most 

intense rotational line occurring at J = 7 - 8. The rotational constants for the ground 
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(v″ = 0) and the electronic excited (v′ = 0) states were determined by fitting the 

observed line positions to the energy level expression of the 1Σ+ state given by 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 21 1F J T B J J D J Jv v v v  = + + − +   (1.2) 

where Tv is a rotationless energy, Bv is a rotational constant, and Dv is a centrifugal 

distortion constant. The observed rotational line positions and the difference between 

observed and the calculated wavenumbers are given in Table 1. The rotational 

constants for the ground X1Σ+ (v″ = 0) and C 1Σ+ (v′ = 0) are listed in table 2 along 

with the rotational constants of 90ZrO determined from high resolution data given by 

Simard et al3a for comparison. The 90ZrO isotopomer has highest abundance (51.4%) 

among all five 90,91,92,94,96ZrO isotopomers and the peak of the isotopically unresolved 

spectral line will correspond to the line center of 90ZrO isotopomer. So it is logical to 

compare rotational constants determined from isotopically unresolved spectrum with 

the rotational constants of 90ZrO isotopomer. 

The dispersed fluorescence spectrum of ZrO has been recorded by exciting a 

particular rotational transition of ZrO and scanning the monochromater. The dispersed 

fluorescence scan shown in figure 9 was recorded by exciting P(7) rotational line of C 
1Σ+ – X 1Σ+ (0-0) band system in ZrO . The monochromater slitwidth was set at 500 

µm, which corresponded to an ~10-12 cm-1 spectral resolution. The dispersed 

fluorescence spectrum consists of a single progression consisting of three lines 

terminating to vibrational level v″ = 0, 1 and 2 of the ground electronic state X 1Σ+. 

The wavenumbers to of fluorescence peaks were calculated relative to the excitation 

wavenumber and found to be 966 and 964 cm-1 for v″ = 1 and 2 which are in good 

agreement with the vibrational harmonic wavenumber, ωe of 976.51 cm-1 and 

anharmonic wavenumbers ωexe, and ωeye of 3.462 and 0.00052 cm-1 respectively 

given by Phillips and Davis19. 

4.2.2  Rotational temperature of ZrO molecules. 
 The rotational temperature of the molecules can be calculated from the relative 

intensities of the rotational lines. The relative intensities of the rotational lines in 

rotation-vibration bands in absorption is given by20, 
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 ( )
" "( ( ) / )' " 1

F J hc kTvI C J J eabs
−

= × + +  (1.3) 

where, 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2

" "" " " "" " 1 1F J B J J D J Jv v v
 = + − +   , (1.4) 

C is constant, J′, J″  are rotational quantum numbers, Bv′, Bv″ are rotational constants 

and Dv′, Dv″ are centrifugal distortion constants of upper and lower states 

respectively, h is Plank constant, c is velocity of light, k is Boltzman constant and T is 

rotational temperature. 

 Equation (1.3) can be rewritten as 

 
" "( )

ln
' " 1

I F J hcabs va
kTJ J

 
= −  + + 

 (1.5) 

where a is constant. Eqaution (1.5) shows that, a plot of ln(Iabs/ J′+ J″+1) versus Fv″ 

(J″) is a straight line with slope hc/kT which determines the rotational temperature of 

the molecule. The plot is shown in figure 10 for P-branch of 0-0 band of C 1Σ+ – X 
1Σ+ system in ZrO at He stagnation pressure 40 psi. The slope of 0.01783 ± 0.00043 

evaluated by least squares fitting yielded the rotational temperature 80.7 ± 2 K at 40 

psi He stagnation pressure. The rotational temperature of ZrO molecules decreased 

with the lowering of the He stagnation pressure behind the pulse valve. The stagnation 

pressure of 10 and 20 psi gave rotational temperature of 119.1 ± 3.7 and 105 ± 3 K 

respectively. The rotational temperature of 81 K at 40 psi He stagnation pressure 

appears to be on the higher side. This may be because of use of first harmonic 

wavelength of Nd-YAG laser for vaporization, which generates higher plasma 

temperature than UV light. The spectrum obtained at rotational temperature of 81 K 

contrasts greatly with the spectrum obtained by Philips and Davis17.Their spectrum 

extends up to J = 120 and rotational temperature is probably of the order of 2000 K. 

At this temperature, the population of the rotational levels of low J is so low that it is 

often difficult to observe the low J transitions, which is important. Furthermore strong 

overlap between P and R lines is inevitable and leads to spectral congestion. However 

at low temperature, which is obtained in supersonic beams, most of the population is 

in the low rotational levels and simplify the spectrum to great extent. Thus, the 

technique of supersonic expansion in conjunction with laser vaporization provides a 
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very efficient way of obtaining gas phase rotationally cold spectra of refractory 

molecules. 

5. Scope of the Laser vaporization-Supersonic free-jet Setup 

 We have demonstrated the ability of this setup to generate the cooled beam of 

atoms of refractory elements and also the molecules containing the refractory atoms. 

The translational temperature of atomic or molecular species in this setup is few tens 

of Kelvin enabling us to achieve the Doppler width of few tens of MHz and thus to 

perform high-resolution spectroscopy on these species. One of the big potential of the 

laser vaporization-supersonic beam source is the capability of generating clusters and 

their adducts with reactive molecules of refractory metal atoms. Small size clusters 

can be studied with laser induced fluorescence technique however medium or big size 

clusters can be studied by photoionization. One can see the contents of the molecular 

beam by photoionizing the species with laser having sufficient photon energy and 

looking at the mass spectrum using time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The species 

present in the beam can be studied individually by resonance multiphoton ionization 

(like resonance two photon ionization, R2PI) spectroscopy to get information on its 

electronic structure or ionization potential etc. The synchrotron radiation can also be 

used instead of tunable lasers to probe these species in vacuum ultraviolet wavelength 

region. 

6. Conclusion 
 The experimental facility for generating supersonic free-jet of atoms and 

molecules of refractory character has been built. The technique of laser vaporization 

followed by supersonic cooling in conjunction with the technique of laser-induced 

fluorescence is used to study the electronic structure of atoms and molecules of these 

kinds. Although the technique has been applied to the Zr atom and ZrO molecule, any 

other refractory species can be studied this way. The translational temperature of 26 K 

has been achieved for Zr atoms, which corresponds to a Doppler width of 195 MHz. 

This translational temperature can be reduced to 1-2 K. High-resolution spectroscopy 

can be carried out on such translationally cooled atomic species to get information 

like isotope shifts and hyperfine structure. Supersonic expansion cools internal 

degrees of freedom of molecules present in a beam. Analysis of the rotationally 

resolved C 1Σ+ – X 1Σ+ (0-0) band system of ZrO yielded rotational temperature of 81 
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K. The advantages of the technique of laser vaporization-supersonic expansion over 

conventional methods are the reduction in spectral congestion because of low 

rotational temperature, the observation low J rotational lines and the small residual 

Doppler width, which allows performing high-resolution spectroscopy on molecules. 

The technique can be applied to generate cold species like ZrH, ZrN, ZrS etc. by 

using different doping gases in helium. Metal rod of interest can be used to prepare 

atoms/molecules of that species. So the technique of laser vaporization in combination 

with supersonic expansion provides a general method to generate cold atoms, 

molecules and also clusters of refractory elements. The laser induced fluorescence 

and/or resonance photoionization spectroscopy can be performed on these species to 

get information on the electronic structure. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the supersonic free-jet-laser induced fluorescence 
setup. 
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Figure 2. Photograph of the supersonic free-jet-laser induced fluorescence setup. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the piezoelectric pulse valve with laser vaporization source 
mounted on the valve. 
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Figure 4. Oscilloscope trace of the voltage pulse driving the piezoelectric pulse valve. 
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Figure 5. Laser excitation spectrum of zirconium atom. 
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Figure 6. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum of zirconium atom excited at laser 
wavelength 593.521 nm tuned to transition 4d25s2 3F2           4d25s5p 3F3. 
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Figure 8. Laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum of the 0 – 0 band of C 1Σ+ -            
X 1Σ+ system of ZrO. 

Figure 7. Energy level diagram of zirconium atom showing involved energy levels in   
laser excitation and fluorescence. 
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Figure 9. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum of ZrO molecule. The P(7) rotational 
transition at 17043.75 cm-1 of C 1Σ+ - X 1Σ+ (0,0)  band system of ZrO molecule was 
excited using dye laser and monochromator was scanned. 
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Figure 10. The plot of ln(Iabs/ J′+ J″+1) versus Fv″ (J″) for  P-branch of 0-0 band of C 
1Σ+ - X 1Σ+ system in ZrO (square dots). The slope of 0.01783 ± 0.00043 evaluated by 
least squares fitting (con0tinuous line) yielded the rotational temperature of 80.7 ± 2 
K at 40 psi He stagnation pressure. 
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Table1. Observed line positions (in cm-1) of the rotational transitions along with 
difference between observed and fitted line positions (O-C) for the C 1Σ+ – X 1Σ+ 
system of ZrO. 
 
J P(J) O-C R(J) O-C 

0   17051.20 -0.0307 

1 17049.56   0.0112 17052.05 0.0417 

2 17048.69   0.0052 17052.75 0.0000 

3 17047.76  -0.0057 17053.46 0.0045 

4 17046.80  -0.0116 17054.13 0.0053 

5 17045.84 0.0176 17054.75 -0.0072 

6 17044.80 0.0015 17055.29 -0.0626 

7 17043.75 0.0103 17055.92 0.0093 

8 17042.69 0.0440 17056.42 -0.0111 

9 17041.53  0.0125 17056.93 0.0167 

10 17040.31 -0.0442 17057.33 -0.0269 

11 17039.20 0.0441 17057.80 0.0385 

12 17037.90 -0.0226   

13 17036.64 -0.0141   

14 17035.33 -0.0204   

15 17034.10 -0.0888   

16 17032.58 -0.0563   

17 17031.21 -0.0156   

18 17029.75 -0.0288   

19 17028.27 -0.0256   

20 17026.75 -0.0258   

21 17025.20 -0.0189   

22 17023.62 -0.0047   

23 17022.02 -0.0272   

24 17020.34 0.0173   

25 17018.61 -0.0041   

26 17016.90 0.0335   

27 17015.10 0.0206   

28 17013.27 0.0176   

29 17011.40 0.0152   

30 17009.46 -0.0162   

31 17007.52 -0.0059   

32 17005.51 -0.0234   
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Table 2. Band origin (cm-1) and rotational constants (cm-1) for the C 1Σ+ – X 1Σ+  (0,0) 
transition of ZrO. Numbers in parentheses represent one standard deviation.  
 
 This work Other worka 

Band origin (0-0) 17050.4175 (0.0087) 17050.4009 (0.0025) 

B′
0 0.40662 (0.00062) 0.404873 (0.000034) 

D′
0  8.11 × 10-6 (2.5 × 10-6) 3.79 × 10-7 (0.45 × 10-7) 

B″
0 0.42435 (0.00064) 0.422658 (0.000045) 

D″
0 × 107 7.0 × 10-6 (2.3 × 10-6) 3.4 × 10-7  (0.6 × 10-7) 

 
aRotational constants for 90ZrO taken from ref. 3a. 
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